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CHAPTER I 
STATE:flllENT OF PROBLEM 
This project is an evaluation study of the scientific 
accuracy of commercially advertis ed health products . 
For a clear understanding of the terms used in the 
statement of the problem, the following definitions were taken 
from a new standard dictionary. "Cormnerci~ll;y - of or be-
longing to trade or commerce: mercantile - having financial 
gain as an object ." "Advertised - to make by public notice : 
to proclaim the fine qualities of, in order to s.ell ." "Health 
- conducive to good health - soundness of any living organism, 
physical condition, good or ill ." "Product - anything pro-
duced or obtained as a result of some operation or work as by 
generation ~ growth , labor, study, or skill .n l 
I 
"Advertising is any paid form of non personal 
presentations of goods, services , or ideas for 
the purpose of creating a demand . Retail ad-
vertising aims to turn the consum.er toward a 
store and its goods . This is accomplished by 
the use of the followi ng types of advertising 
media : magazines, newspapers, radio , motion 
pictures , billboards, streetcar and subway ad-
vertising, catalogs, direct mail, direct orders , 
store sign programs, menu novelties, and circulars .n2 
Funk, Charles E., editor . New College Standard Dictionarz. 
Funk & Wagnalls Co . New York, 1947. 
2 
Maynard, Harold ; Dameron , Kenneth; and Seigler, Colton. 
Reta~~- Marketing and Merchandising . Ginn and Co . Boston, 1938. 
········n ·· j_' 
CHAPTER II 
SELECTION OF PROBLEM 
This study has been selected because of the writer's in-
terest, of long standing, in the types of advertising state-
ments regarding the unbelievable improvements one can receive 
by simply using certain products. The following is a list of 
additional reasons for the study. The writer is interested to 
learn: 
(1 ) The type of advertising claims made by producers of 
health products. (2) To learn if such claims are supported 
from an actual scientific point of view . (3) To learn the 
extent of advertising coverage to the different types of 
readers in the periodical class. (4) To learn of tne types, 
extent , and effect of radio health commericals and types of 
companies advertising. To also notice the differences in the 
wording of claims by the same companies using both periodicals 
and radio. (5) To find the differences in the forms, space , 
and types of advertising by reputable organizations as against 
lesser known firms. (6) To determine the effect of "catch" 
phrases and sentences us ed by many producers. (7) To notice 
the size of pictures , type of testimonials, and the type of 
magazines carrying the testimonials in order to attract a 
different type of reader , or class of readers. {8) To dis-
cover the various times of day used by radio corrunercials to 
2 
reach various types of potential purchasers . (9) To learn from 
the publishers and the radio advertisers what medium of vali-
dity check is made before producers claims are published or 
aired. (10) A general curiosity about the mediums used to 
attract the public consumers and thus create selling power and 
profits. (11) Finally, to be able to draw up general conclu-
sions as to the accuracy and degrees of accuracy of commercial 
health advertisements in the areas covered. 
JUSTIFICATION 
It seems that advertising, in many instances, feels that 
it should "knock the public cold" - and in order to do so has 
frequently re sorted to trickery, fraud, and other devious means 
of creating buying power. 
Colston E. Warne, President of Consumers Union, comes up 
with the following, agains t the ways of some of the advertisers 
today . 
1 
"The indictment of current advertising practice, 
as I see it, runs something as follows . Adver-
tising has by its frequent abuse, (1) stressed 
inconsequential values; (2) brought a false per-
spective as to the merit of products, often be-
wildering rather than informing; (3) lowered our 
ethical standards by the all too frequent insin-
cerity of its appeals; ••• (6) blocked the speedy 
use of correct medication ••• " ! 
"We, as consumers, recognize the r ole of adver-
Warne, Colston E. "The Case Against Advertising ." Consumers 
Union Report, Vol. 14, No . 4, April, 1949. P. 150 , cont'd 185. 
3 
tising in moving goods. We welcome many of the 
innovations which it heralds. Yet we are in-
creasingly wondering whether the enormous force 
of advertising is not engulfing human values; 
whether we as consumers are not its victims rather· 
than its beneficiaries. Under the constant and 
insistent bombardment of advertising, are we ac-
tually given a fair chance to select? Many of us 
are beginning to doubt it. 
"Ordinary standards of value and choice crumble 
under the onslaught. We are bedevilled to secure 
romance thru cosmetics, deodorants, soap, garters, 
and toothpastes. The way of life of the nation is 
set by advertising. Dodge it we cannot. Agile 
specialists in human frailty goad us on toward a 
commercialized uniformity, toward movement, toward 
ostentation, toward pecuniary emulation."l 
"Consumers want to hear less about toothpastes and 
more about health care. We want bigger campaigns 
against tuberculosis and less yapping about hali-
tosis. We do not want to consider ourselves the 
unhappy victims of social disgrace, ostracism, and 
a hundred other ailments of soul and body because 
we cannot afford to rush to our corner druggist. 
And unless advertisers, publishers, and network 
executives realize that our views are held by 
millions of reasonably intelligent and articulate 
citizens, they wil l find - and not in the distant 
future - that their own instrument is discredited. 
Don't blame "tthe consumer movement for the results."l 
Because of competitive forces it has become increasingly 
necessary for governmental action for consumer protection . 
Thus, the development of the State and Federal Food and Drug 
Laws and Cosmetic Act . Regulatory standards set by the A.lllerieat 
Medical Association, American Dental Association, and other 
health, medical, dental , and professional groups have also 






In recent United States Supreme Court cases, Justice Hugo! 
L. Black defended the right of the consumer not to be misled 
through advertising. He stated: 
"Advertisements as a whole may be completely mis-
leading although every sentence separately con-
sidered is literally true. This may be because 
things are omitted that should be said, or because 
advertisements are composed or purposely printed 
in such a way as to mislead ••• That exceptionally 
acute and sophisticated readers might have been 
able by penetrating analysis to have deciphered 
the true nature of the contest's terms is not 
sufficient to bar findings of fraud by a fact-
finding tribunal. Questions of fraud may be de-
termined in the light of the effect advertisements 
would most probably produce on ordinary minds ••• . 
People have a right to assume that fraudulent 
advertising traps will not be laid to ensnare them. 
'Laws are made to protect the trusting as well as 
the suspicious.r.ttl 
In defens.e of advertising, all of their campaign. facts 
are not untrue or misleading, but many are def:i.nitely factual 
ani true. However, because of "shady" practices on the part 
of some, much of the advert:tsin.g matter in the general field 
and especially in the health field is open to question. 
In this study it is not expected to show that all or 
most of the cla.ims listed are false or misleading, or grossly 
exaggerated, but to evaluate them as accurately as possib l e 
according to statement, scientifically, and as to how far their 
claimed statements can be fulfilled, and to evaluate them 
according to the plan set forth under PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES• 
1 
Editorial. "People Have a Right ••• n Consumers Union Report, 
Vol. 13, No. 8, August, 1948. 
5 
SCOPE AND LIMITATION 
Realizing that the field of health advertising is a very 
broa.d. one, it was decided to confine this study to five aree_s: 
Dentifrices {toothpastes and powders); Headache "Cures" and 
\· 
Remedies; Athletes Foot 11 Cures 11 ; Health Foods; and Skin Soaps. 
It was felt that the choice of magazine advertising and radio 
advertising should cover a broad field of advertising in the 
above areas. As a result magazines were chosen from the top 
·- .. ~ -- 6 
circulation figures. A score of magazines were investigated in 
order to cover the ve.rious types offered to the reading public; 
thereby getting a good cross section of the types of people 
who would see advertisements because of the various interests 
in the public's reading desires. The radio has supplanted 
much of the time f~merly used in reading; thus it has proven 
an effective advertising agency. In order to investigate fur-
ther in this study, health advertising claims made by producers 
through the facilities of the three major radio networks 
(National Broadcasting Company, Columbia Broadca.sting System, 
and American Broadcasting Company) were decided upon as a 
medium of collecting data for use. 
Af'ter careful consideration, a selection of ten magazines 
covering various types of reading matter potentially appealing 
to a cross section of the nation's readers was chosen for the 
magazine investigation. The magazines selected were LADIES HOMI 
JOURNAL, COSMOPOLITAN, LIFE, SATURDAY EVENING POST, AMERICAN 
~-"· ' ·" ' (!\"~ 
MAGAZHTE , FARM JOURNAL, TROE STORY, EB ONY, MODERN SCREEN, and 
PHYSICAL CULT1ffiE. The first eight magazines chosen were based 
on circulation figures - a million and more monthly circulation. 
The remaining two, EB 01~ and PHYSICAL CULTURE, were chosen be-
cause they are designed to appeal to a different class of t he 
reading pub lic . PHYSICAL CULTURE was chosen because the writer 
expected to f ind an assortment of h&alth foods advertised therei~. 
EBONY was chosen because of i ts racial type which would bring 
certain advertisements to a different racial group . Other maga-
zines that were investigated before the final selection was made 
were as follows: TRUE DETECTIVE, DETECTIVE STORIES, POPULAR 
MECHANICS, SPORT STORIES, BLUE BOOK, ESQUIRE, SCREENLA1"'D, MOTION 
PICTURES, HOLIDAY, MOVIES MAGAZINE , and WESTERN STORY. These 
magazines had no advertisements of a health nature . 
A year ' s issue of each magaztne was investigated, covering 
the year from September , 1948, t o September, 1949, inclusive . 
On the radio investigations~ advertising claims were col-
lected over a period of fifteen days between the hours of 10 : 00 
A.M. to 6:00 P.M. and fifteen nights from 6 : 00 P.M. to 12 : 00 
P.M. It was originally planned to use the hours from 12 : 00 
midnight to 6 : 00 A. M. However, after checking through three 
nights it was discovered that during these hours, checking 
three popular a ll night stations, no claims in the health 
field were made . Thus the major networks - were finally used 
for the study. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 
With the launching of this investigation the writer cor-
responded with the American Dental Association, American Medical 
Association, Consumers Union of the u.s., Inc., u. s. Federal 
Trade Commission, Federal Security Agency (Food & Drug Adminis-
tration), Federal Security A{l,ency (Public Health Service), and 
the Advertising Federation of America, to find what had been 
done in this field that might be helpful in the procedures and 
1 .. 
techniques used in checking the validation of advertising claims. 
Information was available only from the American Medical Asso-
elation, American Dental Association, and references from the 
~ederal Trade Commission. With so little information, it was 
necessary to set up a means of collecting data from magazine 
and radio advertisements. 
Most of the magazines selected carried a circulation of 
more than a million readers. Magazines selected were based on 
the estimated circulations selected from Allen's article, "The 
American Magazine Grows Up".l 
The estimated figures given are as follovrs: LIFE 
4,699,688; LADIES HOlffi JOURNAL 4,463,950; SATURDAY EVENING POST 
3,710,392; FARM JOURNAL 2,540,092; TRUE STORY 2,215,048; COS-
MOPOLITAN 2,148,537; MODERN SCREEN1,421,360; AMERICAN MAGAZINE 
1 
Allen, F. L. "The American Magazine Grows Up." Atlantie 
Monthl:v:_, November. 1947. Vol. 18, No. 5, PP• 77-9. 
8 
2,482,544; PHYSICAL CULTURE 160,000; EBONY 350,000. 
Written and personal contact wa.s made with the Research 
Departments of three of the major radio networks for the est!-
mated nuraber of listeners during the hours of investigation 
for this study . The American Broadcasting Company estimated 
an average weekday listening audience to their commercially 
sponsored network programs from 12:00 noon to 6:00 P.M. as 
2,527,324; on Sundays from 12:00 noon to 6:00 P.M. as 2,278,298; 
on weekdays from 6:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. as 6,775,973; and on I 
Sundays from 6:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. as 7,761,927.1 
The Columbia Broadcasting System, for late 1949, ~ave 
approximately 4,100,000 average listeners to daytime commer-
cially sponsored programs between 10:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. 
Their average number of nighttime listeners from 6:00 P.M. to 
11:00 P .• M. is estimated a.s 9, 900,000.2 
"Listening Levels" (National Broadcasting Company) pre-
sents the Broadcast Measuring Bureau's figures on "total u.s. 
Radio Families" who listen more than once per week. National 
~roadcasting Company estimates its coverage in daytime as 81% 
of the total or 27,706,000 and in nighttime as 91~~ or 31,081,00( . 
of total listening families. 3 
F 1 
Figures from letter received from Research Department, 
American Broadcasting Company, February 28, 1950. 
2 
Figures from let~er received from Research Department, 
Columbia Broadcasting System, March 10, 1950. 
3 
"Listening Levels", N.B.c. Information Division, New York, 
9 
========~-~L-~~~a7.============================================================~========= 
Each magazine and radio network was also asked the medium, 
of checking used to determine the validity of claims made by 
advertisers . Each publication and network responded, with the 
exc eption of McFadden Publications (PHYSICAL CULTURE) and 
MODERN SCREEN. Each indicated a definite form of check, either 
through their own research department or through one of the 
major research departments or advertising agencies that check 
into advertising for the protection of the public and of the 
advertising organ. 
COLLECTING DATA 
In collecting data used in this study, the following 
rules for collecting information were followed: (l} a copy 
of the exact claim; (2) size of ad, page location, lines, and 
printing type used ; (3} how much of total ad was devoted to 
claim; (4) the frequency of appearance of the same ad in the 
successive issues of one magazine and its appearance in other 
magazines . 
From radio advertising the information required included: 
(1) network coyerage; (2) frequency of commercials used during 
program time; (3) types of companies advertising; (4) nature 
of the health claim; (5) copy of the exact claims. The radio 
claims were collected verbatim by recording them on record 
disc8 and then copying them verbat1~ from the records. The 





From both of these collections the basic claims were take 
and an evaluation blank was prepared for evaluation by a "Pro-
fessional Opinion Jury". Such jury members were selected .on 
the basis of their scientific knowledge, experience, and opin-
ion to determine the possible validity of claims made for the 
advertised products. This jury was composed of two medical 
physicians, two dental surgeons, and two pharmacists. Criteria 
for selection of jury members included the following: graduate 
of a nationally recognized professional school; passage of 
State Board Examinations; five or more years of actual success-
ful practice in the professional field; and recognized and 
accepted by professional societies. 
In the case of the jury assisting in this investigation, 
both dentists are top members of the P~erican Dental Associatiom. 
One is president of his state dental association; the other is 
a Doctor of Dental Surgery with a very successful practice. 
The physicians include one member who is chairman of his city 
Board of Health, a practicing physician, and an examiner in 
one of America's leading medical schools. The second physician 
is a highly recognized member of his profession, a staff member 
of a large city hospital, a former Captain, u. s. Army Air 
Foree, and a practicing physician. Both pharmacists are gradu-
atee of nationally recognized and accepted schools of pharmacy, 
state licensed, and successfully practicing. 
The professional opinion jury was asked to evaluate each 
claim on the following basis : Can the cl aim be considered ( l ) 
accurate - scientifically, can the producer accurately state 
exactly what will result , medica~ and physically; (2 ) good-= 
scientificallz,_ can the claim be proven actively good ; (3 ) 
fair - scientifical ly, wi l l the product fairly come near up-
holding the avowed claims; (4 ) poor and partially mi·sleading, 
claims are poor , lead persons to believe·certain results should 
follow use ; (5 ) definitely misleading, claims are deceptive , 
and product does not come near meeting claims. 
In addition to the "Professional Opinion Jury" the evalu-
ation blanks were distributed to a group of graduate students 
1 
I 
in a Health Education class for their opinions on the same basi~ 
I 
as the jury. This class of students included chiefly experi-
anced health and physical education teachers , registered nurses 
and graduate health and physical education majors actively 
engaged professionally. 
After the collection of the evaluation blanks the results 
were compiled for evaluation and a comparison of evaluations of 
the two groups' opinions . This was done in order to arrive at 
a point for discussion of each area and general conclusions . 
1 Graduate Class, Health Education , Boston University . 
:12 
CHAPTER rv 
TREATMENT OF DATA 
DENTIFRICES - PASTES, PO~IDERS, AND SOLUTIONS 
As one .listens to the "mystifying effects" and results 
obtainable by using certain types of dentifrices, he is likely 
to be engulfed by a shroud of confusion . There are hundreds 
of varied forms of dentifrices on the market today, and each 
one has its pet "superior feature " over any other dental 
product of the same type . Each claims to accomplish vastly 
more than any other . 
As a preface to the following pages of claims and state-
ments of this chapter, a few dental factors should be borne in 
mind . The brightness and sparkle of teeth depend on the qual-
ity of the tooth enamel and cannot be obtained by the use of 
" special ingredients" appearing in dentifrices . 
There are many causes of "unpleasant breath" which in-
clude gastric disturbances, diet, throat infections , tonsils, 
sinuses, and dental caries, all causes which dental creams 
and powders cannot eliminate or improve . Tooth decay will not 
necessarily be averted by the use of any particular dental 
cleanser by brushing . Food particles that possibly remain in 
the mouth long enough to decompose can cause unpleasant breath, 
although the teeth are brushed regularly . There are places 
:13 
and crevices in the mouth that are inaccessable to the tooth-
brush and are not readily cleaned by brushing or affected by 
any particular dentifrice. 
Thorough cleansing of the te,eth depends on the care and 
the technique used in brushing, and not primarily on the denti-
frice used. 
The "special agents" included in the preparations cannot 
overcome all symptomatic conditions that create unpleasant 
breath. The advertisements imply through their claims that 
most conditions will be overcome by use of the product adver-
tised . 
Dental authorities maintain that dentifrice preparations 
serve only one purpose, and that is as a cleansing agent . How-
' ever, advertising competition has created the apparent necessit~ 
for advertisers to credit their product with certain other 
claims to prove it superior to their competitors '• All claim.s 
listed in this study were taken verbatim from magazine and 
radio advertisements . 
The "anti-decay" introduction created a revolution in 
dental advertising, and most of the major dental cleansing 
producers immediately began announcing new anti - decay specific 
claims . Two products claim the use of the new formula develope( 
by the University of Illinois for the control of tooth decay . 
These products are ffAmm-i-dent u and nAmurol". 
Amm-i-dent backs its claims by stating, "after years of' 
i4 
studying the human mouth in anti-decay research, scientists 
developed the exclusive Amm-1-dent formula, with more anti-
decay (ammonia releasing) ingredients than any other toothpaste 
now." "More dentists recommend Amm- i-dent than any other 
' ammoniated toothpaste '•" "Now you and your children can 
fight tooth decay every time you brush your teeth with this 
delightful anti - decay toothpaste ." "No claims are made that 
&~-i-dent is a ' cure-all'• It cannot help cavities that are 
already formed, nor in using it are you guaranteed never to 
have any cavities again . But from all the evidence, the proper 
use of' A..'11m- i - dent is a simple and effective way to reduce the 
occurence of new cavities ." 
Arnurol bases its claim on the fact that "the Council on 
Dental Therapeutics of the American Dental Association has 
accepted Amurol for clinical trial . Amurol is based on the 
formula developed by the University of Illinois scientists 
after years of clinical research." 
Ipana states, "No other paste or powder can clean your 
teeth better and brighter than Ipana ." Ipana ads appeared as 
testimonials by movie stars and prominent people. These ads 
were f'ull page and frequently occupied page one in the LADIES 
HOME JOURNAL . Ipana claimed to prevent "pink toothbrush" and 
carry a special formula agent for stimulation of the gums . 
Listerine 
-~
toothpaste claims i t contains "Luster Foam 
- a 
special ingredient that actually foams . cleaning and polishing 
:15 
agents over your teeth--into the cr evic es --removes fresh stains 
b efore they get £1. chance to 11 set", whisks away that odor- making 
tobacco debris . u "Tooth sur·faces magnified 6300 times illus -
tr~te how new scientifically perfected cleaning and polishing 
agents enable Listerine Toothpaste to heighten brilliance and 
surface smoothness--attacking a major cause of tobacco mouth. " 
PepsodeE! offers, nNew Pepsodent guarantees brighter 
teeth and cleaner breath." "Now faster foaming ! Make the 
s even day testl Use new improved Pepsodent Toothpaste for just 
one week . If your t eeth aren ' t far brighter, your breath 
fresher , we'll return twice what you paid ." 
"You can save yourself needless cavities, pain, and ex-
pense by brushing with Pepsodent Toothpaste right after eating . 
And by using film removing Pepsodent you not only help stop 
fo~ation of enamel eating acid but also remove the dull, dingy I 
stains that collect in film--and germs that cause bad breath." 
"There is no safer, more effective film removing dentifrice 
than Pepsodent . No other toothpaste can duplice.te Pepsodent 1 s 
Irium, or Pepsodent's exclusive gentle polishing agent." 11 Pep-
sodent ' s amazing new formula routs bad breath, germs that lurk 
in the film, germs that ca.use food particles to decay. " 11 In 
just seven days you ' ll have brighter teeth and fresher breath 
or double your money back." 
Squibb presents the simplest of all the statements in 
saying, "Squibb Clean Mouth has a mint fresh breath" and pre-
=========9F=================================~=-=-==-=-~============~-=-=-=-==--~-------·---
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senting three reasons for its use as "CLEAN- -real mint for 
taste and breath . GENTLE--contains the finest known polishing 
a.gents . EFFECTIVE- -made with antacid magnesium hydroxide ." 
The other statement given is "3 reasons for the extra. clean 
feeling- -Rction of magnesium hydroxide, real peppermint taste 
and breath, and better penetration between teeth." 
Colgate dental cream carried advertisements in every 
magazine studies except PHYSICAL CULTURE. The ad type used the 
greatest number of times was usually one showing a series of 
pictures with two people conversing . The typical case referred 
to was one of bad breath. The final of this series of pictures 
ended with the picture of a. " supposed" dentist (man clad in a 
white coat ) who states, "To combat bad breath, I recommend 
Colgate Dental Cream. For scientific tests prove that seven 
out of ten cases , Colgate's instantly stops bad breath t hat 
originates in the mouth . Cleans your breath while it cleans 
youl"' teeth ." 
A further Colgate claim refers to Colgate Tooth Powder, 
" ••• with the 2 minute routine gets teeth sparkling and super 
clean . Over 4000 dentists in a. nation wide survey approve 
this easy cleaning method . (1) Simply brush your teeth. for 
two minutes, morning and night, with Colgate Tooth Powder . 
(2) Brush all three aurfaces, front , back, and biting edges 
of teeth . (3) Always brush away from the gums. Removes dull 
film- -refreshes the mouth . · See how easily this routine removes 
i7 
dull film, gets teeth naturally bright . You ' ll l ove Col gate 
Toot h Powder's refreshing flavor, too . Leaves breath sweet. 
No dentifrice can get teeth cleaner and brighter ." A further 
claim states that "Colgate ' s has been proved to contain all 
the necessary ingredients including an exclusive, patented 
ingredient for effective dental ca re . No claim is made that 
using Colgate's can stop all decay or help cavities already 
started, but brushing teeth right after eat i ng is the proved 
v•ay to help s t op tooth decay with Colgate Dental Cream." 
Finally, Colgate offers an ammoniated powder supported 
by the claim "Scientific research indicates you can safely and 
effectively help prevent tooth decay with the new Colgate 
~ =~~m~o~n~i~a.~t~e~d~T~.o~o~t~t~l~P~o~w~d~e~r · Colgate ' s revolutionary dentifrice 
heips prevent tooth decay as it cleans your teeth-"has a re-
freshing minty flavor you ' ll enjoy." 
"Three definite benefits to help prevent tooth decay . 
(1 ) Colgate Ammoniated Tooth Powder helps neutr·alize destructive 
mouth acids considered by many dental authorities a leadi~ 
cause of tooth decay . (2) It inhibits growth of acid producing 
bacteria, lactibacillus, acidolpb.ilus in the mouth . ( 3 ) It 
helps dissolve and remove from the teeth gluey film in which 
acid producing bacteria t h rive ." 
Ca.lox uses the .following claim: "Yes, in just 7 days--
one short week--a group of people who changed from their old 
dentifrices to Calox Tooth Powder averaged 38% brighter teeth 
:18 
by scientific test ." 
McKesson Tooth Powdel" (Ammoniated) claitr..s , "New, McKes -
~on 1 s Ammoniated Tooth Powder . The real and official Univer-
sity of Illinois ammoniated powder formula for the control of 
tooth decay. New two way protection against tooth decay. " 
Forhan ' s Toothpaste, a product of Dr . R. J . Forhan, has 
this cle.im. "Tender b leeding gums are often one of the most 
wicked enemies of beautiful teeth . So don ' t use a product 
to merely clean your teeth . Instead see your dentist , and at 
home use "double purpose" Forhan ' s, made especially for both 
mas se.ging gums to be firmer and cleaner teeth." "This easy 
Forhan method is famous to curb bleeding gums , helps gums to 
be firmer with an attractive rosy pinkness ." 
Phillip ' s Milk of Magnesia dental ads claim., "Helps to 
prevent tooth decay. Phillip.ts Milk of Magnesia Toothpaste 
combats on contact the mouth acids --acids present in everyone ' s 
mouth- -which dental authorities say are the major cause of 
tooth decay .u 
Dr . Lyon ' s Tooth Powder claims to be "America ' s No . 1 
Tooth Powder". "New Ammoniated Dr . Lyon ' s Tooth Powder cuts 
down tooth decay--actually tastes good, too l " 
Dr . West ' s Toothpaste, "New discovery gives you more- -
cleansing, polishing--power galore . Safe and such a pleasant 
taste. Effeetive 1 Truly a miracle paste ." 
Teel "Refreshes your breath, too l Liquid Teel penetrates 
:19 
crevices instantly .... removes decaying particles which cause bad 
breath, refreshes your mouth on contact ." 
A host of other dentifrices and .their claims were col-
lected both from radio and from magazines. Most claims fol-
lowed the same trend, each offering a feature that made the 
product different from other brands . 
T . Swann Hardingl states, "Advertisements often extol 
the germ destroying powers of dentifrices . But carefully 
controlled tests of a number of the so-called 11 antiseptic 11 
dentifrices, all of which contained antiseptics of lesser 
value than carbolic acid, indicated they had very little germ-
killing ability and were of no value in Vincent ' s Angia or in 
pyorrhea. 
~'Another advertising trick is to say that dentists agree 
in recommending this or that particular dentifrice . The state-
ment is often made in an authoritative tone by professional 
sounding voices on the radio . All of the following have been 
called the dentist ' s choice in advertising-- Squibb, Listerine, 
Kolynos, Pebeco, Pepsodent, Ipana, Bost, Colgate , Dr . Lyon ' s 
(powder), and Phillip's Milk of Magnesia. Obviously the claim 
cannot be true in all these cases ." 
The peak month in dental advertising seemingly was the 
month o.f August, 1949 . It was then that the "anti-decay caval-
1 
Harding, T. Swann . "Truth and Fiction in the Advertising 
Claims of Dentifrices. " American Journal of Pharmacy, April , 
1943. 
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cade" began . One major company advertised one weekl that with 
their ammoniated powder "you can help prevent tooth deca_y be-
fore it starts!" The following week the same company advised 
that "using_ Dental Cream helps stop tooth decay before 
it startsl 11 This company's "startling discovery", billed as 
"the most important news in dental historyl" is that brushing 
the teeth right after eating helps stop tooth decay. This good 
advice has been taught and practiced for generations. Also, as 
Consumer's Union has pointed out and as all instructions for 
the use of ammoniated dentifrices have made clear, the effec-
tivenes s of the new dentifrices also depends on brushing the 
teeth right after eating.l 
Consumer Reports states that ~t tested dentifrices prin-
cipally for "abrasiveness and presence of grit. Other tests 
were for the degree of acidity or alkalinity , presence of some 
harmful or potentially harmful substances, extrusion, consis~ 
tency, stability, texture, and limited use tests for flavor, 
odor, and possible irritating effect."l 
"Dentifrices containing ammonium salts (diabasic ammonium 
phosphate ) and urea (carbamide) in various combinations are now 
w~dely advertised as ' fighting ', 'controlling ', or !preventing ' 
decay. These dentifrices were discussed at length in CONSUMER 
1 
Editorial . "Tooth Paste and Powder ." Cons1.uner Renorts, 
Volume 14, No. 8, August, 1949, PP• 346-51. 
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REPORTS of 1949 . At that time C.U.'s dental consultants noted 
that a good many big statements have been made in the ads on 
the basis of very little evidence . Advertising claims in the 
meanwhlle have continued to be extravagant. " l 
In a lengthy artic le by Charles A. Levinson, D.M.D., some 
of the following observations are made: 
t'The American public is truly hypnotized by these 
so- called ' health talks ' they receive daily via 
radio, magazine, hnd newspaper ads . '' 
"Rarely does the average patient ask his or 
her family dentist for advice on dentifrices . 
They don ' t have to : they get all this informa-
tion from their favorite radio program. " 
"People who have some teeth and gum trouble, 
and listen to the ' verbal barrage ' via radio pro-
gra.ms, become frustrated. They buy these so- called 
well advertised dentifrices with- the resul t that 
they get worse instead of better . How much wiser 
they would be if they sought the advic.e of a com-
petent dentist, or went to a recognized ho~pital 
clinic. " 
"There are on the market today, over a thou-
sand varied dentifrices sold. Less t han ten per 
cent of these carry the Seal of Acceptance of the 
Counci l on Dental Therapeutics of the American 
Dental Association. This organization is the so-
called 'guardian' of all dental health products ."2 
The Professional Opinion Jury rated the dental advertise-
ments in periodicals generally as being poor and misleading . 
From their poll it is indicated that the dentifrices found in 
1 
Ibid . 2:--
Levinson, Charles D. "The Truth About Dentifrices ." 
American Magazine, October, 1947 . 
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the limitations of this investigation do not have the ability 
to actively support all of the claims made by the producers. 
The first interesting point of the evaluation on denti-
frices was that the dentists on the Professional Jury were 
more rigid in their evaluations of the dentifrice products 
than any other members of either- group. Between groups, the 
degree of reliability was not as close as in other areas. The 
students were·· much more liberal in their evalua tiona. Within 
the •pro• group, the Pharmacists were the most lenient in 
their scores. This was true of evaluations, both from magazine 
and radio advertisements. 
The 'ammoniated' dental products received the most lib-
eral ratings on their claims. One of the Amm-i•dent claims, 
Amurol claims, and Colgate Ammoniated received a rating of (3) 
as a total average of the two group's scores. One member of 
the Professional Jury rated both Amurol claims and one Amm-i-
dent claim as (1). In addition, the claims of Phillip's Milk 
of Magnesia Toothpaste and Squibb Toothpaste also received a 
total rating of (3), as being •Fair- Scientifically• inter-
pretation of claim as to the possible accuracy of fulfilling 
the same. 
Three o£ Ipana's four claims investigated received a 
rating of {5), total average. There was complete agreement 
between the groups on two of the claims and the Professional 
Jury evaluation caused the other to become (5). 




RE3UL'IS OF PROFI!SSIONAL OPINION JURY .AND HEALTH EDUCATION STUDENTS 
PRODUCT MD(1) !>ID(2) DMD(1) DMD(2) Ph.G.(1) Ph.G.(2) H.Ed. Students* 
DENTIFRICI!S 
Am-i-dent 
a. 2 4 4 5 4 5 3 
b. 2 4 3 5 1 3 3 
Amuro1 
a. 2 4 4 5 1 3 3 
b. 2 4 3 4 1 3 2 
Ca1ox 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 
Colgate Dental Cream 
a. 3 4 5 3 4 3 3 
b. 3 4 5 5 4 5 3 
c. 3 5 5 3 4 3 4 
Colgate Ammoniated Powder 2 4 3 4 1 4 3 
Colgate TOoth Powder 2 4 4 5 4 3 3 
Dr. ~on's Tootn Powder 3 5 5 5 4 3 4 

















APPENDIX I (Continued) 
PRODUCT MD(l) MD(2) DMD(l) DMD(2) Ph.G.(l) Ph.G.(2) H.Ed. Students* Average 
Dr. West's Toothpaste 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 
Forhan's Toothpaste 
a. 4 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 
b. 4 5 5 5 3 5 4 4 
Ipana Toothpaste 
a. 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 
b. 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 
c. 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 
d. 3 4 5 5 3 3 4 4 
Listerine Toothpaste 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 
McKesson's Ammoniated 
Toothpaste 2 5 3 5 1 4 4 4 
Pepsodent Toothpaste 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 
Phillip's Milk of 
Magnesia 3 4 4 3 1 4 4 3 
Squibb TOothpaste 1 4 3 4 1 3 4 3 
Teel Liquid 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 





RESUL'l6 OF PROFESSIONAL OPINION JURY AND HEALTH EDUCATION STUDENTS 
PRODUCT MD(l) MD(2) DMD(l) miD(2) Ph.G. ( 1) Ph.G. (2) H.Ed. Students* , Average 
DENTIJ!RICES 
Colgate Dental Cream 3 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 
Dr. Lyon's Toothpaste 3 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 
Ipana Toothpaste 3 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 
Ipana Toothpaste 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 
Pepsodent Toothpaste 3 5 5 3 4 4 3 4 
Pepsodent 3 5 5 3 5 5 4 4 
Kolynos Toothpaste 3 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 
N 
!d'J 
claims also received the totaled average of (5). 
Although the Student Group showed more liberality than 
the Professional Jury, the comparative scores show very good 
agreement. 
The results of the two groups show that the dental 
cleansing agent's claims are "Poor and Misleading" as to the 
ability to fulfill their statements. 
See Appendix Chart I and I-A for a detailed study of 
scores. 
SOAP (TOILET) SKIN BENEFITS 
"The layman, in his concept of soap, usually includes 
the great variety of commercial soap products, some of which 
contain amounts of added materials that are not soap at all. 
He included perhaps even various types of detergents which 
chemically, are completely unrelated to soap.•1 
This study refers specifically to the commercially sold 
and advertised, commonly called 'toilet' soaps, soaps that 
flood the market, under numerous claims as to cleansing, 
beautifying, and health giving values. 
The complexions and skin of those who habitually wash 
with toilet soap, will not be necessarily rendered more beauti• 
ful by any particular brand of toilet soap. However, this is 
implied by many toilet soap claims. The complexions of those 
who do not habitually wash with soap and water as frequently 
1 
Kooyman, D.J. and Halberstadt, G·T· nMedical Uses of Soap .. 
A Symposium." J.B.Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 1946. 
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as directed in certain claims will probably be somewhat im-
proved by use of any soap. Skin appearance is due mostly to 
physiological processes and system conditions of the body. 
Soaps alone cannot bring out a beautiful skin in every female 
by certain directed plan. Soaps will perhaps aid in bringing 
about healthy skin appearance. The skin is affected by age, 
and soap ingredients cannot postpone the indications of advanc-
ing age. 
After collecting the many cla~ms of the various products 
from magazines and from radio, the writer was privileged to 
read through many of the cases of misleading, deceptive, and 
false advertising claims of the Federal Trade Commission. A 
number of major companies that produce the most popular brands 
of soap at one time or another have run afoul of the regula-
tions of the FTC because many of their claims have not been 
within keeping of the regulations• 
Basically soap was produced as a cleansing agent, 
cleansing the skin, and supposedly carrying certain antiseptic 
qualities. Howev~r, in this investigation it was found that 
few of the producers included cleanliness as one of many things 
that their specific product would accomplish. All of the ad-
vantages of beauty and odor disposal were played up as the 
different major features of each of the producers. 
Popular Ameri_can toilet soaps are pure, contain a mini ... 
mum amount of alkalinity, and are harmless. The difference 
between soaps seems to be in the perfume, taste, and the color. 
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Soap can be obtained containing buttermilk, oatmeal, 
honey, cold cream, and other "special beautifying" ingredients. 
Some are assorted for hard and soft water, and some claim al-
most purity~ Most of the varied brands, however, fulfill the 
basic aim of soap•-that of a mild cleansing agent. 
Many have worked out types of beauty menus with "miracle 
effects, if followed for "seven short days", or "lovlier skin 
in 14 daystt, ltlovlier skin with. your very first cake 11 , and "in 
just one week you can have that look, too." These benefits 
were expected to result from the soaps containing "certain 
scientific ingredientstt. Several of the producers offered 
figures to support the·ir claims, scientifically. LIFEBUOY 
offers the following claim, Lifebuoy with its purifying in-
gredient gets skin cleaner. Stops "B.OV as no other leading 
soap cant "Doctors proved with 820 scientific tests the truth 
of this amazing statement.tt 
"Lifebuoy cleans 13 areas of the skin--purifying and 
deodorizing. Lifebuoy is the mildest soap in the world and 
pure enough for babies." When you bathe with any other lead-
ing soap, you are simply not as clean, not as safe from B.o. 
as you are when you bathe daily with Lifebuoy. Lifebuoy's 
purifying ingredient makes the difference, the doctors found. 
PALMOLIVE states, "Regardless of age--type of skin or 
previous beauty carel Doctors prove You, Too, may win a 
lovlier complexion with Palmolive Soap.--36 doctors advised 
1285 women with all types of skin•-young, older, dry, oily, and 
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normal· These leading skin specialists prove that Palmolive 
Soap used this way--with nothing else--brought lovlier com-
plexion regardless of age, type of skin and previous beauty 
care·" "The 36 examining doctors found that even tiny blemishe , 
incipient blackheads, often caused by improper cleansing re.. I 
spond in most cases to the Palmolive Plan~" Palmolive Pla~ 
nwash your face three times a day with Palmolive Soap, three 
times a day massage Palmolive's w0nderful beauty lather onto 
your ski n for 60 seconds each time to get its full beautifying 
effects. Then rinse. In fourteen days or less look for im-
provement in your own complexion--changes that help you to a 
beautiful ski n men admire and women envy. 1• 
SWEETHEART SOAP appeared most frequently in the maga-
zines investigated. Frequently by full page and less than full 
page. It appeared sixty-four different times in five of the 
periodicals. Most of the ads were with artist illustrations, 
many of testimonial type. Sweetheart Soap states that, "In 
seven short days you'll notice an amazing difference. The 
following is a testimonial1 11And Sweetheart beauty baths make 
my skin look softer, smoother, younger,--Helps prevent chapping· 
Sweetheart's soft, creamy lather has a floating, lifting action 
Countless bubbles bathe the outer rough skin flakes. One week 




amazing differenceL Yes, your skin looks far softer, smoother, 
younger. Be done with casual careL Every night and morning 
massage your face with Sweetheart's rich lather. Rinse with 
warm water--then cold· This gentle Sweetheart care cleanses, 
stimulates, helps prevent chapping.n Many other claims of a 
similar nature by Sweetheart soap were collected which are not 
included here but are in the hands of the investigator. 
LUX SOAP AND WOODBURY'S ads appeared with pictures of 
ladies. LUX states, "In recent Lux Toilet Soap Tests by skin 
specialists actually 3 out of 4 complexions improved in a 
short time. •• LUX ads usually concluded with the 1 catch state-
ment', "Remember that nine out of ten movie stars use Lux 
Toilet Soap." Lux appeared twenty times in four different 
magazines. 
CAMAY suggests that if you give up "careless cleansing0 , 
"you can have softer, smoother, lovlier skin with your very 
first cake of Camay.•• Most of Camay 1 s ads appeared in the full 
page variety and with testimonials. 
SAYMAN VEGETABLE WONDER SOAP oTfers the claim that it 
"Works wonders for oily skin (and blackheads)." The ad claims 
further that ttrts thorough cleansing action is a wonderful aid 
f'or that adolescent blackhead problem." 11 For dry skin" and, 
ttspecifically formulated for dry sensitive skins. Creamy 
lathering beauty soap extra rich in natural oils." 
The simplest claim seems to be that made by WOODBURY'S 
SOAP by stating, ttNo skin burn with Woodbury's New Beauty Cream 
3:1_ 
ingredient• in many of its ads. This claim usually appeared 
at the bottom of a full page ad. The full page contained photo \ 
graphs of either young debutantes, or brides who advocated use 
of Woodbury's. The strongest apparent claim comes from newest 
of the soaps announcing the new amazing ingredient, n AT-7tt 
(dihydroxy Hexachloro diphenyl methane). Some soaps claim use 
of uG-lP' and 11 K-34". DIAL SOAP promises to stop odor before 
it starts., and states, trNo other soap · can make this promise"., 
further that DIAL removes skin bacteria that cause perspiration 
odort Because DIAL and DIAL alone contains uAT-7"· Consumer 
Reportsl makes the following observation in reference to DIAL 
SOAP· " The advertising campaign being conducted for DIAL soap 
unfortunately does not stick to the facts about its ttamazing 
ingredient'ft From praise of its germicidal action copywriters 
have gone on to claim special deodorizing properties. Typical 
slogans: DIAL will ttkeep you fresh around tbe clock, n ttDIAL 
actually stops odor before it starts", 11 AT-7 1t removes skin 
bacteria that cause perspiration odor." But bacteria play only 
a minor role in the production of body odor: odor is primarily 
due to organic secretions, especially from the sweat and se-
baceous glands. Disagreeable body odors result sometimes from 
the eating of foods such as garlic or onion, or from the de-
composition of the glandular secretions if they are allowed to 
1 I Editorial. Consumer Report, Consumer's Union of u.s. Inc. 1 
New York. Volume 14, No. 1, January, 1949. 
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remain on the skin too long. Washing with ordinary soap is 
ordinarily sufficient to . remove this type of odor. In some 
extreme cases, neither extra washing nor the use of deodorants 
will be very effective. 
CASHMERE BOU9.UET makes the following statement, "Yes, 
in laboratory tests conducted under severest conditions dry 
and oily skin types ... -Casbmere Bouquet was proved milder." 
nonly one soap gives your skin this exciting bouquet. You, too l 
can possess the dainty allure of so many popular girls." 
Cashmere ads of this type appeared in three different magazines 
more than twenty-five times. 
SWAN SOAP uses the claim that SWAN-~ newer better 
floating soap made by a modern patented process no other soap 
can use •" ••swan is mild as finest cas tiles, lathers luxurious-
ly. Swan's Creamier more abundant lather is so gentle it 
agrees with the most delicate baby skin·" "It leaves your 
skin smooth, soft, younger looking. Pure mild Swan Soap is 
the best soap afloat.rt 
RESINOL is an "ointment" soap which offers medicinal 
claims. "Face "Broken Out?" Do as many do for face improvement 
--use Resinol Soap for daily cleansing. You enjoy the medi-
cated Resinol to soothe pimply irritation, and thus quicker 
healing.rr 
CUTICURA, another of the "medicated" brands of soap 
claims, nuse fragrant, scientifically medicatedtt Cuticura Soap 
and Ointment daily. Used by many doctors and nurses. Satis-
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faction guaranteed or your money back.• 
IVORY 11You probably lmow more doctors advise Ivory for 
bathj_ng babies tender skin than all other brands of soap put 
together. More doctors advise Ivory than any other soapLM 
Lifebuoy, Camay, Lux, Sweetheart, Woodbury, and Palmo• 
live frequently aired their claims by radio networks. The 
producers of these soap in many instances sponsor a regular 
commercial program, where the claim is aired, or the announce-
ment including the claim is a "spot" announcement, which comes 
some time during the sponsored program. Another form of radio 
soap ad is the type that appears during the interval between 
programs. In order to reach the female public, more of the 
soap ads are presented during the morning and afternoon hours 
whil~ the so-called "Soap Operas 1• are in progress, and at a 
time when a greater percentage . of the housewives are deeply en-
grossed in their 'favorite stories'• 
On the 'commercials', practically the same claims are 
made by the producers as they are in the popular magazines. The 
difference via the airwaves is found in the tonal quality and 
expression of the announcer's voice, presenting more convincing 
"selling" points to the advertisement. 
Except for one of the physicians on the Professional 
Jury, the agreement of evaluations was very close as in other 
areas. The total ratings resulted as in the other areas--with 
(4) holding the majority of the claims as "Poor and Partially 
Misleading", from a scientific point of view. The overall 
3 4 
agreement in this group was close on both maga~ine and radio 
advertisement claims. 
Cuticura received the 'low' rating of (3) as a total 
average of the student's scores and a total average of both 
group's score also of (3) as to the possible accuracy of it's 
claims. 
The agreement of the Student Group was good, although 
as in other areas it varied. This showed reliability within 
the group on the claims list·ed. 
The Palmolive claim of improvement in "fourteen days" 
received a total rating of (5)--"pefinitely Misleading 11 and 
the only one of the claims to receive that evaluation. Except 
for Palmolive's (5) and Cuticura's (3) all of the soaps, both 
by magazine and radio advertisements, were evaluated (4)-" 
"Poor and Misleadingtt in their statement of claims. 
The total average scores show that there is a close 
agreement between the two groups which indicates good reliabili 
ty in their evaluations of the producer's claims. With the 
resulting evaluation scores, these groups have shown their 
opinion of the inability of the products to fulfill the pro-
ducer's claims as stated. 
The detailed evaluation scores can be found on 




















APPENDIX: II . . 
MAGAZINE ADVERTIS:Elt!ENTS 
ID!SULTS OF PROFESSIONAL OPINION JURY liND :HEALTH EDUCATION STUDENTS 
MD(l) MD(2) Ilv!D(l) DMD(2) Ph.G.(l) Ph.G.(2) H. E. Students* 
2 4 4 5 4 5 4 
3 5 4 5 4 5 4 
2 5 4 4 3 3 3 
4 5 4 5 5 4 4 
3 4 5 5 4 5 4 
3 5 5 5 4 5 4 
3 4 5 5 4 5 4 
3 5 5 5 4 5 4 
3 5 5 5 4 5 4 
3 5 5 5 5 5 4 
3 4 4 5 4 3 4 
3 4 5 5 4 3 4 
3 4 5 5 4 5 4 
3 4 5 4 4 5 4 
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.APPENDDC . II - A 
RADIO .ADVERTISEMEN'IB 
RESUL'ffi OF PROFESSIONAL OPINION .n.JRY AND HEALTH EDUCATION STUDENTS 
- - --I 
PRODUCT MD(l) MD(2) DMD(l) DMD(2) Ph.G.(l) Ph.G.(2) H.E.Students* Average 
- -
'ID ILET SOAIB 
Cam.ay 
• 
2 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 
Lifebuoy 2 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 
Lux 2 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 
Palmolive 
I a. 2 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 
I b. 3 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 
c. 3 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 
Sweetheart 3 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 




HEADACHE gCURES" (REMEDIES) 
Headaches are likely to occur from a wide variety of 
emotional and physical disorders. Usually when such is the 
case, home remedies, "cures 11 , and treatments offer temporary 
relief. They do not alleviate the cause. Often it is quite 
possible to do more harm with the use of patent relief 
remedies than to actually better the suffering. 
Headaches are often associated with constipation, 
grippe, influenza, sore throat, high blood pressure, poor 
posture, emotional tension, disease of the brain, acute sinus 
infection, dysmenorrhea (or menstrual pain) emotional dis-
turbances, and eye disorders. It is quite possible that head• 
aches are symptomatic of disorders of the brain. 
Some temporary home reliefs that are offered are the 
use of aspirin, ice bags, cold compresses, heat application, 
and massage. Aspirin has been accepted by many physicians as 
possibly the safest home medication for the relief of headaches 
When such relief has been acquired by any of the products a 
physician should be consulted in order to properly locate the 
cause, and if possible, remove it. 
"Aminopyrine, acetanilid, acetophenetidin, cinchophen, 
and antipyrine are often ingredients of "pain killing" prepara-
tions. All are dangerous for self medication. Look on the 
label of any commercial compound that you buy; the law requires 
that the name and the amount of the drugs in each dose be 
stated on the label of the product. Repeated use of ace.tanilid 
3 8 
can lead to addiction and chronic poisoning.Jtl Some of the 
others named have the same reaction but are less likely to 
cause addiction. 
Mos t of the commercial products found in this investi-
gation, mentioned in the advertisEment, or, carried statements 
of a " medically proven ingredientJ' , "pain-relieving agents", 
and "a special combination of timJ tested, fast acting in-
gredients. tt 
In a recent investigation 9f stipulations and orders o~ 
the Federal Trade Commission on f dlse and deceptive advertising 
by many companies, it was found t J at many of them fail to put 
the statement ttcAUTION, USE ONLY ls DIRECTED"', this has to be 
done because of the type of ingredients used for the relie~ of 
pain, and their eff ect on the hum{n system. 
Of the headache remedies, i he leading brand in the ~ield 
from an advertising point of view, is ANACIN which leads the 
I ~ield. This is true both in magal ines and via the radio. It 
is closely followed by BAYER ASPi iiN, and BROMO SELTZER. 
ANACIN advertisements appe l red in eight of the magazines 
selected a total number of eighty t two times. Most of the ads 
were of the one column type, and taking only a fraction of the 
column, usually a half to a thi rd of the column. The most fre-
quent claim that appeared was the following, ttPain of headache, 
1 
Hepner, Henry w. Effective ~dvertising. McGraw~Hill Book 
Company, Inc . New York, 1949 . P~ . xvi - 335 . 
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neuritis, and neuralgia. Relieved incredibly fast, thousands 
of physicians and dentists recommend ANACIN." The radio claim 
is a bit different, and appears frequently in between regUlarly 
scheduled programs. The basic claim of the radio ad usually 
runs like this, nANACIN is like a doctor's prescription. That 
is it contains not just one, but a combination of medically 
proven, active ingredients in easy-to-take tablet form. 
Thousands of people have received envelopes containing Anacin, 
from their dentists or physicians. Perhaps you, too, have been 
introduced to Anacin this way. Then you know how effective 
Anacin is·-... --For most effective relief, use a.s directed." No 
pictures or testimonials were found in connection with Anacin 
ads. 
BROMO SELTZER appeared in only one of the selected maga~ 
zine issues a total of forty-nine times. Usually the same 
claim was listed in simple form, such as, "BROMO SELTZER fights 
headache three ways: 1. Relie.ves the pain of headache; 2. Re-
lieves discomfort of upset stomach; 3. Quiets jumpy nerves." 
This was true also of the ads that appeared in radio form. 
Frequently ·'a picture of a bottle of Bromo Seltzer appeared in 
the magazine versions of the ads. BROMO SELTZER has deleted 
most of the misleading statements and words from their periodi-
cals and radio ads. 
"There's nothing quite like ALKA SELTZERl tr This is a 
slogan that is carried in both the magazine ads and the radio 
advertisements. ALKA SELTZER, like Anacin, carries quite a bit 
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of radio advertising, as well as several regularly scheduled 
and sponsored programs. Alka Seltzer claims, "It contains one 
of the world's most effective pain-relieving agents. It also 
contains alkaline buffers to speed relief. Alka Seltzer's 
fizzing, effervescence further speeds its pain-relieving action " 
This product also claims to be a relief to sufferers of what 
is called excess acidity due to over-indulgence of eating and 
drinking. It claims simply that it will relieve such condi-
tions. Both Alka Seltzer and Bayer Aspirin claim the speedy 
effectiveness of their product because of the fast dissolving 
quality upon contact with water. Alka Seltzer further claims, 
. ' 
1 
nTake Alka Seltzer before you go to bed. Because it helps 
settle your stomach, .you'll sleep better, and you'll feel 
better the next morning. You see, Alka Seltzer is both a pain 
reliever and an Alkalizer, so you can get fast relief from 
headache and settle an acid stomach, both at the same time. So 
the next time late hours and late refreshments threaten to 
cause distress later on, take Alka Seltzer before you go to 
bed.n In the periodical field the investigator found only 
seventeen advertisements of Alka Seltzer in four different 
' 
magazines. Most of the advertisements come by medium of radio 
on one of the major networks. 
BAYER ASPIRIN advertisements and claims appeared in 
three of the selected magazines eighty-one times. It plays up 
the speedy action of its relief due to its rapid disintegration 
in water, thus making its relief quickly effective. Many of 
its ads appeared in the form of comparisons of some time record 
breaking event or incident and then referred to its claim to 
"two second 11 disintegration in a glass of water, enabling its 
ability to 'go to work faster' in the stomach. This comparison 
appeared in pen and ink illustration form. 
BAYER ASPIRIN offered the following as one of the regu-
lar ads by radio. 'tif you have a cold that is almost unbear-
able accompanied by a headachy feverish feeling, muscular aches 
and pains, it's important to your well-being that you treat 
these distressing symptoms with a medication that will re-
lieve them quickly and BAYER ASPIRIN will do this. No matter 
how you try to stop or shorten a cold we believe your own 
doctor will tell you this is sound advice. And when you use 
BAYER ASPIRIN you'll discover why millions have followed this 
advice with remarkable results, for BAYER ASPIRIN is ready to 
go to work in two seconds."' 
Bayer also offers a special dosage tablet for children 
on which they make this claim· 11 These new tablets contain 
half the amount of the regular size Bayer Aspirin tablet and 
with them you can conveniently give your child the dosage the 
doctor wants him to have." The claim states further, ttAnd 
they may be used with complete confidence. The fact that 
doctors prescribe Bayer Aspirin's single action ingredient even 
for the smallest children shows how gentle and dependable it 
is·" 
BUFFERIN appeared first in this investigation by the 
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medium of a full page ad in LIFE magazine, and it was the only 
magazine in which the investigator was able to locate it. It 
appeared in twenty-seven different issues. 
Bufferin's chief claim is that it "Acts twice as fast 
as Aspirin." Its magazine claim states, "BUFFERIN acts twice 
as fast as Aspirin. Offers faster relief to sufferers from 
simple headache, aches and pains of colds, neuralgia, menstrual 
headache, minor aches and pains. Bufferin is absorbed into 
the blood stream twice as fast•-on the average--as Aspirin. It 
goes to work twice as fast in your body to relieve pain." Its 
radio claim is the same except for the statement that Bufferin 
Tablets are antacid. 1'They will not upset the stomach as 
Aspirin does. And because Bufferin does not upset the stomach 
as Aspirin does, doctors find that even when prolonged, inten-
sive doses -are required they can recommend Bufferin·" Most of 
Bufferin's ads appeared as 'spot' ads, coming in between 
regular network programs. 
ENO offers relief to upset headachy feelings due to 
trsluggishness or acid indigestiontt. Its suggestion is, "Take 
sparkling ENO at bedtime and you'll promptly help neutralize 
excess stomach acids." This product appeared in three differen 
magazines a total of twenty-two times. 
ST. JOSEPH ASPIRIN offers a children's dosage tablet tha 
is one fourth the regular tablet. Its claim states that it is, 
11Approved by mothers everywhere, because it solves child dosage 
problems the easy, more accurate way,--there's not a product 
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just like st. Joseph Aspirin for Children." This ad was found 
only one time in one issue of the magazines used in the study. 
CARDUI --for women, was advertised one time in only one 
issue of the magazines studied. It claims to offer "pleasant 
relief" to discomforts of headaches, cramps, and backaches 
"caused only by functional dysmenorrhea." 
B.C. in powder and tablet form offers the following 
claims. "The B·C· formula ,is a special combination of several 
time tested, fast acting ingredients. n "Promptly soothes 
nerve-wracking headaches, neuralgic pains, and minor muscular 
e.ches.n Three of the magazines carried this ad a total of ten 
times. 
It should be stated that all of these products do not 
claim a "cure" for headaches, but offer relief from headachy 
pains. Many of them do not warn the . users to take as directed, 
which presents one of the dangers of constant and frequent use. 
This shortcoming on the part of the producers, according to 
the Federal Trade Commission is misleading and deceptive ad-
vertising. 
It should be borne in mind that the many remedies are 
not effective in all cases. Some individuals receive immediate 
relief--while others are not so fortunate. The neffecti ve 11 
relief definitely depends on the constitutional system of the 
individual consumer. 
The products covered in this chapter are but a 'drop in 




are the ones most frequently advertised and that appeared in 
the limitation and scope of this investigation. 
According to the results of the Opinion Jury and the 
Students evaluating, the following findings are presented. 
On a basis of the evaluation results of the student and 
the professional jury, all but three of the advertising claims 
investigated resulted in being declared as (4)-- 11 Poor and 
Partially Misleadingn. This was very evident by the scores of 
both groups. As in each area, the 'professionals' were much 
more critical and rigid in their evaluation. 
Three of the products received the extreme evaluation 
of (5) nDefinitely Misleading, from a scientific point of view" ! 
based on the claims offered in advertisements. These products 
were Bufferin, Cardui, and Chi-Chester Pills. 
None of the listed and investigated products were 
fortunate enough to receive a total average of (3}, or uFair-w 
Scientifically". This was true both of the magazine ads and 
those presented by the medium of radio. The student poll, 
however, gave a total average of (3) to Alka Seltzer, Anacin, 
Bayer Aspirin, and Bromo Seltzer. The evaluations of the pro-
fessionals brought the to.tal to ( 4). 
The degree of reliability within each group, while 
varied, indicates a close showing of how much confidence many 
persons have in advertising claims as published and presented 
to the public. 





MAGAZINE - RADIO 
P..ESULTS OF PROFE3SIONAL OPINION JURY .AND HEALTH EDUCATION STUDE!\TTS 
PRODUCT MD(l) MD(2) DMD(l) DMD(2) Ph.G.{l) Ph.G.(2) H.E. Students* Average 
MAGAZINE CLAllvJS HEADACHE 
"CURES" (REMEDIES) 
A1ka Seltzer 3 2 4 5 5 5 3 4 
Anacin 3 5 4 5 4 5 3 4 
B. c. 3 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 
Bayer Aspirin 3 5 5 5 1 3 3 4 
Bromo Seltzer 3 2 4 4 5 3 3 4 
Buffer in 2 3 5 5 4 5 4 5 
Cardui 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 
Chi-Cheater Pills 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 
Eno 4 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 













Bromo Sel tzar 
Buffer in 
e 
MD{l} MD(2} DMD(l) DMD{2) Ph.G.(l} Ph.G.(2) H.E. Students* Average 
3 4 3 4 4 5 3 4 
3 4 3 4 5 5 3 4 
3 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 
3 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 
3 4 4 5 5 5 3 4 
3 4 3 4 5 4 3 4 
2 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 
~' ~ 
degree of reliability between the ratings of the two groups. 
Thus., . indicating the degrees of deceptive, misleading, and ex-
aggerated claims that are stated by the advertisers of their 
products--claims that cannot be completely fulfilled. 
For a detailed study of the opinion results as presented 
by the evaluating groups, see Chart, Appendix II· 
ATHLETE'S FOOT REIVIEDIES 
Athlete's Foot 'Cures' like most other patent medicament 
are made from certain formulas with each package alike, there-
fore they are not applicable to all individual cases where 
symptoms vary. In some cases it is quite possible that some 
advertised remedies prove too strong for the individual and can 
cause inflammation and irritation far worse than the initial 
infection. 
Because of the many manifestations, and the primary and 
secondary degrees of infections of Athlete's Foot, reliability 
of complete cure is not possible in the variety of preparations 
today. Numerous compounds and preparations are available to 
aid in relief and partial elimination. Again, individual 
differences of systems, constitutions, and causative agents of 
fungi, along with the degree of infection must be considered in 
the effectiveness of relief. 
Advertisements have appeared for the various types of 
remedies which include nwet dressingsn, lotions, ointments, 
and dusting powders. 
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Of the eight forms of remedies found during this in-
vestigation, Absorbine Jr. and Quinsana carried the most 
appealing ads, and also made the most direct claims. Absorbine 
Jr. makes the following claim 1 " 3 out of 4 victims got relief 
with Absorbine Jr. When famous Absorbine Jr. was tested under 
the strictest clinical control, 3 out of 4 sufferers tested 
got relief ' from the painful symptoms of this stubborn skin 
condition." "Relieve Athlete's Foot torture with Wet-Dry 
action of Absorbine Jr.« 
Quinsana advertises the claim that 1 11 9 out of 10 got 
relief from foot miseryt Most chiropodists recommend Quinsana' 
antiseptic action inhibits growth of Athlete's Foot Fungit" 
DDD Prescription, Zemacol, and Ting all claim the speci~ 
feature of combating and relieving itching , also burning that 
accompanies Athlete's Foot infection. 
Ting, '' Sensational New Ting for Foot Itchtt , claims to 
have been used during the war in hospitals, now released to 
druggists. 1 Guaranteed Ting must satisfy you in a week or 
money back.n A further claim states, "In Lab tests Ting proved 
effective in killing specific types of Athlete's Foot Fungi 
on sixty second contact." 
Tiz, which appeared only one time and in one magazine 
investigated, offers the claim of helping to prevent Athlete's 
Foot. Tiz is a powder form with apparent qualities capable of 
its claim. "Medicated foot bath brings wonder ful relief to 
hot tired feett Tiz helps to combat offensive foot odors, 
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reduces excessive perspiration, helps prevent Athlete's Foot." 
Ammen 1 s Powder, a t•protective for all skin irritations" 1 
among other listed conditions is said to relieve Athlete's 
Foot, and provide ttremarkable t:t cushion comfort tt ." 
Dr· Scholl's Solvex, an ointment or salve, a nfamous 
prescription of Dr· Scholl quickly relieves itching, kills 
fungi of Athlete's Foot on contact, aids rapid healing of red, 
raw, cracked or peeling skin.u 
Zemacol~-nsoothe Athlete's Foot with Zemacol. Zemacol 
is antiseptic, germicidal, and fungicidal. That's why 
thousands use it to help relieve the itching of Athlete's Foot. 
Obviously many of these products can support their 
claims by the virtue of. their composition. However 1 it is 
questioned as to whether from a scientific point of view their 
claims can hold up substantially with all individuals who are 
infected .with Athlete's Foot. 
Most of the remedies promise certain results of relief 
or prevention. However, physicians recommend keeping the feet 
dry, and especially between the toes, by use of talcum powder, 
as being very effective as a relief and a preventative from 
Athlete's Foot misery and recurrence of infection. 
During the radio investigation there were no Athlete's 
Foot remedy ads intercepted on the networks. 
It is important to mention that most of the products 
listed do not promise absolute cure, but the same as products 







I RESULTS OF PROFESSIONAL OPINION JURY . .AND HEALTH EDUCATION STUDEN'IS 
PRODUCT MD(l) MD(2) DMD( 1) DMD(2) Ph.G.(l) Ph.G. (2) H.E. Students* Average 
ATHLETE'S FOOT R»kEDIES 
.Amman ' s Powder 3 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 
(-," [!-; 
Asorbine Jr. 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 -:.::.. ) X ~J.; 
;r: • 
Co-
C" -··· •.• DDD Prescription 3 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 
·-.:; . ·• 
~ :·n :i 
< ~ ~-
~ :i 
Dr. Scholl's Solvex 4 5 4 4 5 5 4 5 
~~ ~-(" -/ Q.uinsana 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 ' " 
=' 
Ting 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 
Tiz 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 






The results of the Professional Opinion Jury show that 
the Athlete's Foot advertisements in this investigation are 
poor and partially misleading in their claims. Rating the 
judgments of the jury shows a fair degree of agreement between 
the evaluations of the members. 
The degree of agreement between the two evaluating 
groups was very close in. this area, and showed that both 
groups were together on most of the items listed in this in-
vestigation. While the students listed a total average of (4) 
for all the remedies, the total averages of both groups re-
sulted in finding the claims "Poor and Misleadingtt and "De-
finitely Misleading". Absorbine Jr• 1 Dr. Scholl's Solvex, and 
Ting clatms were rated as (5)-~"Definitely Misleading~. As in 
other areas, the forty-seven students showed a wide variety of 
scores, which all totaled up to an average of (4} for each 
item. None were rated a (3) or below. The agreement in the 
student group was very close 1 resulting in the totaled average. 
From the results of the scores, a good degree of reli-
ability is indicated that the products listed in this investi-
gation cannot fulfill the claims as advertised completely. 




In this study the term ttHealth Foodstt means the 
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"special" concentrated food substances, liquids and 11 special 
vitaminn preparations advertised to supplement the body, to 
present certain "nutritional valuesu not obtainable from 
"ordinary" foods, and give certain elements that nature has not 
provided in natural foods. Further, health foods, are expected 
to supply mineral and vitamin contents found lackj_ng in 
naturally grown and normally prepared foods. 
Some of the numerous forms of foods advertised offer re-
markable and amazing results. By following the implications in 
the trends of advertising "it is possible to achieve extreme 
longevity of life," " perfect digestion", "increased sex energy 
into old age n, "renewed pep and vi tali ty11 , " elimination of 
vitamin deficiency;" cause the body to be imnmne to "illness 
and premature age t' , tt prevention of tooth decayn, ttundernourish-
ment", " anemia", "nervousness", "acidosis", "constipation" , 
" high blood pressure u , "respiratory diseases tt , and a host of 
other conditions too lengthy to list here. All of the above 
can be very simply avoided by ful filling dietary deficiencies 
that most of the so-called uhealth foods" offer. 
In the limitation of this investigation very few of the 
" Health Foods " ads were found. They tend to appear advertised 
more in handbill circular form, in rural newspapers, and many 
of the products are listed in advertisements under the name of 
ttHeal th Food Stores !t , t.r Heal th Food Centers", and offered by 
individual salesmen. 
According to Consumers Report, it has been found that 
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many of the so-called " Health Foods" contain wheat products, 
soy products, cereals, dried extracts of fruits, vegetables, 
and herbs. "Some foods are said to be mineralized and vita ... 
mized with a number of additional nutritional values like 
iodine and seaweed extracts.nl 
In this study it was discovered that health foods ads 
do not appear constantly in the same periodicals. Ovaltine 
appeared most frequently. The o t her products appeared not 
over three times in the issues investigated. Wheat Germ ap -
peared frequently in Physical Culture magazine, and as many as 
six times in one issue. 
Among the claims found by products in this investigation 
many are similar to the ones made by •Postum. "Do you wake up 
in the morning feeling tired and logey? ~ Then try a switch to 
100% caffein free Postum. See if you don't enjoy good, 
natural sleep that makes you feel better and enjoy life." The 
same ad offers the following, "Scientific Facts: Both coffee 
and tea contain caffein and caff ein is a drug that acts upon 
the brain and central nervous system. Also in susceptible 
persons caffein tends to produce harmful stomach acidity. So, 
while many can drink coffee and tea without ill eff ects, others 
suffer nervousness, indigestion, sleeplessness. But Postum 
contains no caffein or other drug--nothing that can possibly 
1 Editorial. "Health Foods. tt Consumer Reports, Volume 14, 
No. 12, December, 1949, P• 162. 
keep you awake. Give up coffee--give up tea--drink Postum ex-
clusively for 30 days and judge by results.• 
As in many of the studied ads, the term "doctor" 
appears frequently. It is, seemingly, used as an authorita-
tive implication. This is true of the ads on FORMULA INFANT 
FOOD, which uses the term, as it states, "Formula Infant Food 
is a milk product that contains all the vitamins and minerals 
a growing infant is known to need. A normal baby needs 
neither Vitamin B or Vitamin C when fed Formulae in proper 
quantities, because he gets his vitamins when he gets his 
milk--right in his bottle. Easy, efficient, and sure this con~ 
venient product is in liquid form, homogenized and sterile. 
Your Doctor will tell you that Formulae has been clinically 
tested and proven.n This ad appeared only once during the 
investigation. 
Also appearing one time in one magazine was MULTI VITA-
MIN-MINERALS· This product offers, "Guaranteed high potency 
multi-vitamin mineral tablets with 14 vitamins, A1 B1 B2 (G) 
B6 CD E and Complete B Complex with 10 minerals. Iron, 
Calcium, Phosphorus, Iodine plus Liver, Yeast, vVheat Germ 0.1." 
In the order of appearance Ovaltine leads the list. In 
three of the magazines used in the investigation, its ads ap-
peared a total of 19 times. Ovaltine is said to contain no 
drugs, and offers the following claims. 11 ---..... it is digested 
and absorbed very readily as you sleep and thus helps replace 
and rebuild wornout body tissues." 
"For Ovaltine is a rich supplementary food that fills 
in the gaps, the chinks, and the loopholes of an otherwise 
ttgood 11 diet. It contains, for example, the important vitamins 
A, B, C, D, G, Niacin, the valuable minerals Iron, Calcium, and 
Phosphorus, besides the high quality proteins, and quick energy 
foods·" "It acts by helping you relax in a perfectly natural 
way. You take it as a soothing drink at Qed time. It helps 
to break down the nervous tension built up during the day"-in-
duces relaxation and sleep •1' 
ttwhen a child is frail and nervous or underweight, it 
may be due to a number of things. But, the most common 
correctable cause is faulty nutrition and this cause is one 
which you, the mother, can do something about. In situations 
like this many mothers are turning to Ovaltine.~ 
One magazine only carried the advertisement on HORMONES. 
The following claim is offered. "Amazing health facts about 
Hormones." ttLearn the truth about male and female Hormones. 
Learn what they can do for you. National magazine articles 
hail Methyl Testosterone {the true male hormone) as one of the 
vital sparks that supplies the drive and energy necessary for 
success. Today male hormones are bringing new hope to men who 
are worrying over loss of initiative, uncertainty~ nervousness~ 
and other conditions commonly associated with middle age.u 
The advertisement of WHEAT GERM was carried by only one 
magazine, several issues, and offers such claims as ttNatural 
source of Vitamins B, E, organic minerals, protein, lecithin, 
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amino acids· Vitamin B and E are necessary for normal nerves, 
heart, digestion and energy. u t'Good eating--good nutrition·" 
uEverett Niblack--nutritious vitamin rich natural protective 
food is 88 to 90 per cent pure germ. Use it in your daily diet 
Add to cereal, candy, and baked goods.« 
"To help achieve more success and happiness in your 
life, get the benefit of Niblack Wheat Germ in your diet. 
Pound for pound it supplies more powerful nutrition than any 
other food. It is vital for the reproduction spark in the 
ttspark of Life".r 
In the area of reducing body poundage, MYLO was the only 
food product found in the study. It appeared only one time and 
in one magazine. MYLO claims to 11 reduee up to 7 pounds a week 
or money back. Amazing concentrated food tablets--curb appe-
tite." "No exercise--no massage--no drugs. New MYLO is a 
tiny concentrated food tablet that helps put the brakes on 
appetites and assures your losing weight. Helps melt ugly fat 
healthfully--restores the right curves in the right spots, 
quickly, safely--as proven by clinical tests.u 
The implication carried by the advertisements of "Health 
Foodstt is that the natural foods produced through the medium of 
nature are insufficient in dietary minerals and vitamins and 
therefore should be supplemented by the use of the various 
"health foods 11 and preparations. 
The results of the Professional Opinion Jury show a good 
degree of reliability in evaluating rrHealth Foods" from ttFair" 
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to ttDefini tely Misleading .tt Possibly the best rating for the 
degree of accuracy in the advertisements appears on the jury's 
evaluation of the claims by the producers of "health products" 
listed in this study. 
The agreement was more varied in this area than in any 
of the others of this investigation. The evaluations varied 
from (1) to (5). Formula Infant Food, Ovaltine, and one of the 
Wheat Germ claims received a (1) from two of the members of the 
Professional Jury. This was also true of many of the Student 
Group members. 
Wheat Germ was the most rig idly evaluated as to the 
fulfillment possibility of stated claims. 
Formula Infant Food, Wonder Bread, Postu~, and Ovaltine 
carried totaled evaluation ratings of {3) while all others 
listed carried (4). This included the well advertised vitamins 
The agreement was just as varied with the evaluations 
of the Student Group. However 1 the total average brought all 
of the products into the (3) and (4) brackets. 
The agreement between the groups was close although the 
variation was wide within groups. The variation was true of 
both radio and magazine advertisements. 
As the Student's average scores are compared with the 
scores of the Professional Jury, the agreement is very close 
and shows that there is good reliability in the total evalua-
tions of the producer's stated claims. 
Appendix Chart V gives a detailed picture of the 
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evaluations and their average by both groups. 
e 
APPENDIX: V 
MAGAZll~ AND RADIO ADVERTISEviENTS -
RESULTS OF PROFE3SIONAL OPINION .TURY AND HEALTH EDUCATION SWDEN'IS 
PRODUCT lvlD(l) MD(2) :w:D(l) lllilD(2) Ph.G. (l) Ph.G. (2) H.E. Students* Average 
MAGAZINE CLAIMS - HEALTH 
FOOIS 
Dar:i:-Rich Milk 3 5 -4: 5 3 5 3 -4: 
Formula Infant Food 2 2 -4: 5 l 5 -4: 3 
Hormones -4: 2 5 5 2 5 -4: -4: 
Oval tine 2 2 4 5 l 4 3 3 
Postum 2 2 4 5 3 3 3 3 
Vitamins (Multi-Vitamins-
MineralS) 2 5 3 5 3 5 -4: 4 
Wheat Germ 
a. l 5 5 5 -4: 2 3 -4: 
b. 2 5 5 5 5 5 4 -4: 
c. 2 5 4 5 5 5 3 4 
' 
Wheat Germ Chocolate Bar 3 5 4 5 4 5 3 4 
OJ 
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JIPPENDDC V (Continued) 
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PRODUCT MD(l) MD(2) miD( 1) DMD(2) Ph.G. (1) Ph.G.(2} H.E. Students* Average 
RADIO CLAIMS - Health Foods 
One-a-Day Vitamins 3 4 5 4 4 3 3 4 
Sheffield Seal Test Milk 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 4 










GENERAL FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
In the lengthy research through more than two hundred 
magazines it was found that most of the dentifrice and soap 
advertisements were carried by LADIES HOME JOURNAL, MODERN 
SCREEN, TRUE STORY, and FARM JOURNAL ... •magazines read almost 
exclusively by women. 
Most of the ads of the above magazines were of a testi-
monial nature either with photographs of people, or statements, 
about the results achieved by them. The major soaps such as 
Sweetheart, Lux, Camay, Ivory, and Palmolive used usually full 
page ads in the ladies magazines with illustrations--actual 
photographs or paintings. 
LIFE magazine carried a greater variety of health ad-
vertisements than any other single magazine. Areas covered 
were Dentifrices, Headache Cures, Athlete's Foot Cures, and 
Health Foods. LIFE carried the greatest variety, perhaps, 
because it boasts the nation's greatest single circulation. 
SATURDAY EVENING POST carried practically no soap ads of 
any kind, but mostly partial page ads on Dentifrices, Headache 
Cures, and Athlete's Foot Cures. 
Soaps presented the most elaborate types of ads, 
followed by Dentifrices. The most inconspicious ads found were 
Chi-Chester Pills (for menstrual headaches), DDD Prescription 
(for Athlete's Foot), and Wheat Germ. Tnese three products 
usually carried from three to five lines of newsprint type of 
lettering. 
The advertising in Physical Culture Magazine was less 
attractive than in any of the magazines used in the study. 
The most widely used advertisement and the one appearing 
most frequently was found to be Colgate Dental Cream. It ap-
peared in a variety of column sizes, up to a full page, and in 
nine of the magazines. Next in order was Ipana Toothpaste, in 
nine magazines; Pepsodent Toothpaste, in eight magazines; 
Anacin Tablets, eight magazines; and Bayer Aspirin, with the 
highest frequency of appearance, and in only three magazines. 
Minimum frequency of appearance was divided between 
Zemacol and Tiz (Athlete's Foot); Dial and Resonol (Soap); 
Postum and Vitamins (Multi-Vitamin minerals); Dari-Rich, and 
Formula Infant Food (Health Foods); Cardui and St. Joseph 
Aspirin (Headache Remedies); McKesson's Tooth Powder and Dr. 
West's Toothpaste, all of which shared one appearance in only 
one magazine each. 
Another interesting point was the rapid disappearance of 
the use of authoritative statements by "specialiststt and "emi-
nent authorities.u Palmolive Soap and Lifebuoy were the only 
products to offer figures in their advertisements to support 
their claims. Many, however, are still using the terms, 
"Doctors advisen and "Dentists say"; or "Dentists advise 1t. Ac-
cording to Federal Trade Commission findings, many of these 
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tt specialists11 , ttdoctors" and "authorities" are not actually 
professionally trained persons. 
It was interesting to note that duri~g Christmas weekj 
in weekly magazines, and December, for the monthly magazines, 
the barest minimum of advertisements of any kind, and especial-
ly in the area of this study, were offered. 
It was a 'hide and seek' type of collection of facts 
from the radio commercials, because it was difficult to deter• 
mine when the commercials would appear. One network (NBC) 
issues a printed form indicating the hour of each sponsored 
program and its sponsor, and about the time of the commercial 
announcement. However, many of the announcements were not of 
a program sponsoring type. Suddenly, at the end or beginning 
of a program an ad would quickly hit the airways. The announce 
ments appear in four types, 1Leader'--which precedes a regular-
ly sponsored program; a 1 Hitchhike 1 --one which follows a regu-
larly sponsored program, and by a different sponsor; a 'Cut-in' 
--an announcement that is likely to appear at any time during 
a break in the program; and finally, a 'Trailer'•-one that 
follows and closes out the regularly sponsored program. 
It was the Hitchhike type of ad that appeared most fre-
quently, and usually advertising dentifrices, soaps, or head-
ache cures. These seemed to appear frequently, both day and 
night. On several of the afternoon programs many different 
types of products were advertised during one half period, thus 
taking advantage of the already engaged listening audience. 
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The persuasive and penalizing power of the Federal Trade 
Commission and ·the Federal Food and Drug Act have caused a vast 
change in the wording and the representations of producers' 
claims. Better Business Bureaus, Consumers Union, Inc., and 
State Food and Drug Acts have also had a marked effect on the 
"cleaning upt' of ad vertiaing procedures. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The foremost conclusion brought forward by this study 
is that there is very little scientific accuracy supporting the 
hundreds and thousands of advertised claims used daily, monthly 
and yearly, to induce the sale of thousands of items and 
products sold annually as trhealth productatt. Through the 
treatment of the data collected and the results from the evalu-
ations of the Professional Jury and the Health Education 
Students, it is further shown that moat of the claims of 
certain obtainable results by the various products are exag-
gerated, deceptive and misleading in statement. This refers 
specifically to the limited areas of this study. Through study 
of the implications and the word for word analysis of many of 
the claims they are essentially correct. However, when applied 
to the effects to be achieved by following 'as directed' the 
use of preparations and products they become misleading. 
Infrequently, when the purchasing public buys many of 
the items it anticipates a cure of certain ailments or decided 
improvement and not the possible "relief" offered by most of 
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the products. There is a lack of correct interpretation of 
statement of claims on the part of most of the lay public in 
following the wording of claims and implications thereof. The 
deception lies in the wording of the claims and the testimoni-
als included. 
The close agreement between the Professional Jury and 
the Health Education Students shows a great degree of reliabi-
lity in the findings of false and misleading tendencies of the 
health advertising claims of the tthealth productstt , based on 
the procedures and techniques used in this study. 
The general public still is quite receptive, to an ex-
tent, to such claims as "Laboratory tests prove ... -..,.tt, 11 --9 out 
of 10 use ... -- 11 , " Thousands of doctors say", and "--from coast 
to coast ~: , and will buy products on such basis. These and 
many other "catch phrasestt mislead numerous purchasers and 
users into .feeling the claims are factually correct and 11 just 
what they are looking for". 
The investigator feels that while this study is just a 
''scratch on the surface" that it does bring out many of the 
hidden factors involved in the advertising schemes of the day 
that are used to induce the public to make purchases of pro-
ducts that may not in any way actually give the desired and ex-
pected results to conditions that need professional attention. 
It is further felt that this type of investigation in 
other areas of health products on a more detailed scale would 
prove invaluable to the field of health educators, and the 
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public in general. It would -also tend to bring more truth in 
the statement of claims of producers as to what to expect after 
use of ~heir products. 
There are perhaps other procedures and techniques that 
can be used to more effectively study the evaluation of com-
mercially advertised health products. It is hoped that in the 
future such a study will be undertaken. 
It is finally hoped that through the medium of this 
study many will be brought to realize that the commercially 
advertised health products do not fit all individual cases, 
and that results obtained often depend on the nature of the 
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